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Wildrose sets sights on Bill 50

MLA Anderson urges PC government to repeal controversial power line
law

EDMONTON, AB (April 18, 2011): With electricity prices and public anger over proposed transmission lines spiking, MLAs
will today debate a Wildrose motion urging the government to repeal Bill 50 – the law passed two years ago that allows utility
companies to spend billions of taxpayer dollars building transmission megaprojects regardless of consumer demand or public
need.

The motion, brought forward by Airdrie-Chestermere MLA Rob Anderson, also calls for the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC)
to complete a full needs assessment before transmission projects are built.

“The PCs made a deal behind closed doors to spend $16 billion of taxpayer money on massive transmission lines that are
completely unnecessary, and it was all made possible by Bill 50,” Anderson said. “We need to get rid of that bill and ensure
that transmission lines, like all public infrastructure projects, are built based on need and cost effectiveness, not politics.”

Anderson also issued a challenge to PC leadership candidates Doug Horner, Alison Redford, Doug Griffiths and Ted Morton to
stand up and vote to repeal Bill 50.

“We’ve already seen Mrs. Redford try to distance herself from this government’s embarrassing record on landowner rights, I
expect the others to start doing the same very shortly,” Anderson said. “Bill 50 is the perfect opportunity for them to start.”

The Wildrose Caucus stands for free enterprise, less government, increased personal freedom and democracy.
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For further information or to arrange an interview, media are invited to contact:

Brock Harrison
Director of Communications, Wildrose Caucus

Ph: 780-399-2890
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